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Abstract 

This paper develops a theory for the valuation of some kinds of interest sensitive cash flows. A 
process is derived which takes as input, assumptions about the capital markets and policy holder 
behaviour, and produces as output interest and decrement assumptions which can be used for 
conventional actuarial discounting. The methodology is illustrated using some idealized, but 
tractable, models of conventional non-par whole life insurance. The method is also applied to 
a simple Universal Life plan. The paper concludes by considering some of the problems en
countered when applying the ideas to more practical problems. 
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1.0 Chapter l:Introduction 

The problem of valuing interest sensitive cash flows has become an important issue in the past 

10 years. Since the late 1970"5 interest rates have been much more volatile than in any previous 

era. One of the implications of this volatility is that the options, which are often implicit in 

financial contracts, are more valuable than they would have been in the past. 

Much option research has been done by actuaries, academics and professionals in other fields 

and many important models have been developed. Some of these models will be reviewed later 

in the paper. While this research continues two key lessons for financial intermediaries have 

emerged, 

1. The value of options, explicit or implicit, in the assets bought or the liabilities sold should 

be recognized. Do not give away an option for free. 

2. Intermediaries must be aware of the relative change in value of their assets and liabilities 

as conditions changes. They must understand the risks of not matching assets and liabilities. 

There is a large actuarial literature on the subject of asset,'liability matching and related issues. 

\1uch of this literature has developed in the last decade as actuaries have begun to rethink many 

of the fundamentals of their science. Recent summaries of some of this work can be found in 

'"The Valuation Actuary's Handbook" published by the Society of Actuaries in 1987. 

On reading much of this recent literature the author found a large gap between traditional ac

tuarial mathematics, as taught in the Society's Associateship syllabus, and concepts such as 

scenario testing, C-3 risk management and options pricing methodology. One of the goals of 

the research which led to this paper was to bridge the mathematical gap between the old and 

the new and thereby gain a deeper understanding of both. This paper is mainly a description 

of that mathematical bridge. 

Chapter I:lntroductioa 
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The price that must be paid for this understanding is a heavier investment in mathematics. In 

particular, concepts from the stochastic calculus are a necessary tool. 

The return on the mathematical investment is, in the author's opinion, more than adequate. 

The second chapter of the paper introduces two well known models of the yield curve. These 

models make certain assumptions about the economic environment and then demand that de

fault free bonds be priced in such a way as to eliminate arbitrage opportunities. The models 

of Vasicek, and Cox, Ingersoll & Ross(C,I&R) are introduced as examples. 

The third chapter shows how the bond valuation ideas can be extended to value cash flows that 

vary with the interest environment. The example of a non-par whole life plan with interest 

sensitive withdrawals is studied using both the Vasicek and C,I&R models. It is shown that the 

values assigned to the life insurance contract by the models amount to using conventional ac

tuarial discounting with some very special, model dependent, interest and withdrawal assump

tions. The interest assumption for the life insurance contract differs from the bond yield curve 

by a margin which depends on interest volatility and policy holder anti-selection. This margin 

is interpreted as an option cost. A general process for turning assumptions about the economy 

and policy holder behaviour into traditional actuarial interest and withdrawal assumptions is 

derived. The chapter concludes with an analysis of surplus development where assets and 

liabilities are valued at market using the models of this paper. 

The fourth chapter of the paper is used to show how the main ideas of the paper can be .ex

tended to Universal Life type plans. A simple 'new money' plan is discussed. A valuation 

model for the case where there are no interest sensitive cash flows is presented. 

Finally, a chapter is devoted to putting the previous results into a practical perspective. This 

is done by considering the problem of estimating parameters from empirical data and the 

problem of getting answers out of models which are not simple enough to be tractable. 

Chapter 1:1 ntroductioa 
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The examples of this paper have been deliberately limited to models which are tractable in the 

sense that results can be achieved without having to write any computer programs. Models for 

which this is true are limited in scope and are not detailed enough for most practical appli

cations, although they do provide valuable insight. This limitation to tractable models was 

imposed to keep the paper within reasonable bounds and not because practical applications are 

impossible to develop. Examples of more practical work are cited later in the paper. 

Chapter I :Introduction 
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2.0 Chapter 2: Arbitrage Free Models of the Yield Curve 

2.1 Introduction 

In the late 1970's fmancial economists made considerable progress in developing models of the 

yield curve which incorporate uncertainty. Two of the earliest models were those of Oldrich 

Vasicek I and Cox, Ingersoll and Ross. 2 Both of these models were summarized in a 1978 paper 

by P.P. Boyle.' which won the Society of Actuaries' Halmstad prize for that year. This chapter, 

which draws heavily on a later paper by Cox, Ingersoll & Ross, • has the follo\\ing goals 

1. Introduce arbitrage free models of the yield curve. 

2. Develop the details of the Vasicek and Cox, Ingersoll & Ross models. 

2.2 Default Free Debt 

A model of the yield curve is a valuation model of future payments which are not contingent 

on any future events. The value of such payments is therefore determined by interest discount-

ing alone. The idea is to first develop a model of this idealized investment and then consider the 

modifications necessary to account for any options, credit risk or other contingencies. 

I Vasicek O.A. 'An Equilibrium OIaracterization of the Term Structure: JOlJJnaJ of Financiol Economics, S, 
(1977). 

1 Cox. J.e.. Ingersoll. J.E., & Ross, S.A.: A Theory of the Term Structure of Interest Rates', Econometrica 53, 
(1985). 

, Boyle.P.P.:lmmunization Under Stochastic Models of the Term Structure'. JOlJJrraJ of the illStitult of Actuaries. 
lOS, 177-187(1978). 

• Cox. J.e.. IngersoU, J.E., & Ross, S.A.: A Re-examination of Traditional Hypotheses about the Term Structure 
oflnter .. t Rates', JOlJJnal of Finanu 36,769·798(1981). 

Chapter 2: Arbitrage Free Ylodels 01' the Yield Cum: 
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Consider an economy whose state can always be specified by a fmite number. n. of continuous 

variables Xl ••••• x .... By the state of an economy one could mean the value of all tradable securities 

along with other parameters of interest. For the present purpose state of the economy can mean 

the position and shape of the yield curve. Since the (xl..) completely defme the state of the 

economy the value of a default free zero coupon bond B can only be a function of time. t. and 

the state variables (x' ) i.e. 

(I) 

The dynamics of the model economy are specified by assuming that the variables x 1. evolve ac-

cording to a joint \farkov chain determined by the system of stochastic differential equations. 

(2) 

Equation (2) can only be given a precise meaning within the context of Ito's Stochastic 

Calculus. 5 The essential idea. however. is to assume that ?uring a short time interval dt the 

change in x:... (dX;) has a deterministic component i l (t.Xl )dt and a random element 

i;, a-~ (l.X)·) dzoc.. Here the dz~ ~= l ..... m) are interpreted to be m independent random 

samples from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance dt. This means 

~ E t1-rol. =0 
D.i,-" 0 Ot (3) 

~ E rl-i"e/i6 ~ 
S~p. = ~ 

o(;.(S 

M-"'" ():t 0 c(~p. 

J ~ tl elf:~ ,J-l t' ).i-. E == 0 
t:.t~C> ~t (5) 

Gardiner. C.W •• Handbook of SrocMsrk M~rhods fo, Physics, CMmislry and rh~ NaruraJ Sc~ncu. NeVi 
York;SpringeT-VeTlag.198S. See chapten 3 and 4 for an introduction to stochastic calculus. 
See also Levin. R.o Discussion of the papeT by P. ~i1grom 'Measuring the !nteTest Rate Risk'. 
TSA,xxxVII{l98S), 24\-302. 
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Where E is the expectation operator. 

Equations (3) and (4) arc often summarized by writing 

(6) 

While there is a sense in which equation (6) is clearly false it is shown in the stochastic calculus 

that (6) can be used as computational formula without error. The essential insight in (6) is that 

the dz-'- are infInitesimals of order fdt and this must be recognized in all analytical develop-

ments. 

Returning to the model economy (2) we can use (3) and (4) to get 

~ E CY..' = j' 
i:lt--:> 0 Dt: 

(7) 

bx l (Jy..J 
...... 

~ E :::.. o-IJ -= z=- cr~ cr) 
0(. 

~~-=>o 6t 0(=\ 
(8) 

or 

(9) 

Due to these properties t I-(t,~ ) is often caIled the infInitesimal mean of the x~ and (3""ij 

the infinitesimal covariance matrix. 

We now have enough theory to consider the evolution of the bond value B(t,x to ). Between time 

t and t + dt the economy moves from state x" to x'" + dx to as per (2). Then using Taylor·s 

theorem we can write 

a.apter 2: Arbitrage Free Models of the Yield Curve 
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L. ~]. ~,,\ +-1. Z ~ . ~x.\ ~J1.-J 1- .•• 

" ~;. 'l- 'Soj 'd""i. 'd?J 

(10) 

Using (7) and (8) we find 

E t:.~ = ~y. + 'i J'B_ 1"1. -+ 1 'Z: ~'t (t'\j 
~ "St. i ~"'J.-l. '1... ,",j ~'~J ( II) 

Z ~"R D.0-4j 
't\) ().,.,i. ~~ ( 12) 

Again a short hand version of (I I) and (12) is available by using (9) in (10) to get 

Equation (13), known as Ito's lenuna, can be interpreted as follows 

is the instantaneous expected rate of return to the bond holder. It has 3 terms. 

a. J ~ is the return due to the passage of time or yield. 
& u{ 

b. J i ~ . (' is the return due to expected changes in the environment. 
& i ~t 

C 
_

, £. ()~ .crij . ~ 1J:S:.:>.t- is the I'olatility contribution to ti,.: c.>.pecteu rate of return. This is the 

convexity term. 

The notation dB,'dt is often used to represent the quantity defined by equation (II). 

2 (.f:. ~.r1"'d.J.:t""-. h d I . h' fl' h d . ~ ',ot ;)l< I IS t e ran am e ement In t e Instantaneous rate 0 return. t IS t e pro uct 

of two things. 
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a. I 
B 

are the derivatives of B and hence measure the sensitivity of B to changes 

in the environment. 

b. O""~ measures the sensitivity of the environment to the random element. 

Note that (13) follows from (1), (2) and (9) by using purely mechanical rules of symbol manip-

ulation. Ito's lemma (13) will be used again later in this paper. 

At any given time there will be bonds of many different maturities trading in the economy. Let 

B(t,x 1. ,T) denote the value at time t of a default free zero coupon bond that will mature at time 

T. Then 

B(T,x'; ,T) = 1, r x". 

(14) 

It follows from (14) that as t -+ T the value of B(t,x' ,T) becomes less sensitive to x L and when 

t=T 

Thus an investor who buys the bond at time T-dt knows exactly what he will get, i.e. 

cAL ~ d], ott + 0 ci--t-
"bt 

We will use r(t,x') to denote this instantaneous rate of return on a risk free investment 

('" L T,,,;):: ~ .J. ~ 1-l...7ci /T) (15) 
/:.'::" B c'lt: 

This quantity is called the spot rate of interest. In practice r(t,x") can be thought of as the rate 

of return on short term risk free debt instruments. Ninety day rates are often used as a proxy 

for r. 

With this defmition we can now develop the main mathematical result underlying Arbitrage 

Free ~odels of the yield curve. 

Chapter 2: Albitr.ge Free Models or the Yield Cune 
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Consider an investment portfolio which consists of a position (C:,-) in each of (m + 1) bonds 

B~ with (m+ J) different maturities (~ , ... ,T",., ). The value of this portfolio at time t, state 

x'" is 

(16) 

Using Ito's lemma (13) we get (B'3" (ti) == B(t,~' ,T;:r » 
& l' = ~\ -f-l d t'l + £~::t; • .1 ?... d' .~J'. o-Ij) 

~::\ .J . ot i ~.,..' ~ (-.) d""~'\,J 

,""",,\ -
+ z: 1: i~,J Z. (y-~ AT-oJ.. 

3''::1 :r ." ~~' ... (17) 

Since there are m sources of random fluctuation, but (m + I) bonds to choose from, we can 

choose a set of (f.r ), not necessarily aU positive, such that 

(18) 

When this is done we note that the return on the portfolio P is now instantaneously risk free. 

The arbitrage argument now runs as follows, 

I. If che race of return on the risk free portfolio (16) exceeds the spot rate r(t,x') i.e. 

dP > r P dt 

then investors can profit, with 0 net investment, by borrowing at the spot rate and buying 

the portfolio (16) at time t-dt and then closing out the position at time t. 

2. If dP < r P dt then arbitrageurs can profit by selling (I6) short and investing in the short 

term risk free bond. 

The conclusion is that if(I6) holds and investors are willing and able to behave as we have de-

scribed then we must also have 

dP = r P dt 

ChaptH 1: Atbitra,c Free Models 01 the Yield Curve 
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"'-tl 

rl-tl>\'} ~I f"J"BJ 

(19) 

[n the real world there are a number of reasons why some investors cannot behave as described 

above. We will nevertheless assume that (19) holds to a reasonable approximation. 

Equations (18) and (19), taken together, comprise a system of (m+ I) homogeneous linear 

equations for the (m+ I) unknowns (f:r). [t is useful to rewrite the system as follows, 

~I l O(~J - i ~:r)fJ ~ 0 

:r=1 ott 

il ( fW ~-..~ ') f:, ;;:. 0 ) 0/,.1, .. , ..... 
..J,1 I. ~"I~ 

(20a) 

(20b) 

It is well known, from linear algebra, that for this system to ha\'e non-zero solutions there must 

be a linear dependence among the rows of the coefficient matrix (20). Thus there exists a set of 

functions qol.. (t,x~) such that for each J, 

(21) 

The qtA may depend on time and state (t,r )but they cannot depend on the maturities T;s- since 

they were arbitrary. 

The negative sign in (21) is a notational convention which allows the resulting qo{ to be positive 

in some models. If the state variables x l are chosen to be interest rates then the derivatives 

are usually negative. 

Writing (21) out in full we get the following equation which must be satisfied by every default 

free zero coupon bond. 

Chapter 2: Arbitral_ Free :\tad_Is ohhe Yield Curve 
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.: 

(22) 

Putting this into (13) we get 

or 

(23) 

Equation (23) says the return to bondholders has two parts, 

I. The first part, r B dt, is the underlying risk free rate of return. 

2. The second term in (23) consists of a random element and a risk premium. Due to the 

structure of (23) it is not possible to earn any risk premium without taking some risk. This 

is the essential content of the arbritrage argument. 

The individual q'( terms can be interpreted as premiums per unit risk that the capital markets 

are willing to pay for each of the m different sources of random fluctuation. The arbitrage 

argument asserts the existence of the q 0( but does not, in itself, give any indication as to what 

values the qd.. might tak.e. 

In order to crystallize the theoretical developments that have taken place so far the following 

list summarizes the steps required to build an arbitrage free model of the yield curve. 

1. Specify a set of state variables x' " "",X . 

Chapter 2: Arbilra&e Free Models orthe Yield Curve 
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2. Specify the stochastic process driving interest rates 

3. Specify the risk free rate r as a function of time and the state variables x J. ,..:.., Ii,)!} ) 

4. Specify the risk premiums as functions of time and state, i.e. 
.. . 

q = q"'- (t,x.l ). 

Once the the state variables have been given specific interpretations, ego as yields, it may 

not be possible to specify the risk premiums independently. Further consideration of this 

issue is outside the scope of this paper. See Brennan & Schwartz • for a model where this 

is an issue. 

5. Solve the differential equation (22) subject to the boundary condition (14). 

2.3 Vasicek's .Hodel 

It is possible to illustrate the model building process described above with a simple example due 

to Vasicek [I ]. 

I. For the state variables Vasicek chose the spot r. There are no other state variables. 

2. Vasicek assumed that r was driven by a mean reverting process of the form 
ctf::. o(,\~-"')d-t. +o-d.t) ot..,O",C-)/o (24) 

known as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 7 

• 
It can be sho~ll that, given r(s) for some s < t, r(t) is normally distributed with a mean of 

, Brennan. \-1.1., Schwartz, £.S.: A Continuous Time Approach to the Pricing of Bonds', Journal of Banking and 
Finance. 53, (1979). 

7 Gardiner. C.W., Handbook of Stochastic Methods for Physics. Chemistry and the Natural Sciences. New 
Yorlc.;Springer·Yerlag,198S. See chapten 3 and 4. 
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and a variance of 
_L.l..1 t_S )) 

/- e 

(25) 

(26) 

3. Having chosen r as a state variable we have no problem with step 3 of the model building 

process. 

4. Vasicek assumed that the risk premium q' = q was constant. 

5. The differential equation (22) now becomes 

or 

(27) 

The mathematical problem of solving differential equations such as (27) has some similarities 

to the more familiar problem of doing integrals. For both problems there are mathematical 

tricks that allow one to solve certain special cases. Failing such a trick one must resort to 

numerical procedures. Fortunately, there is a trick which can be used to solve (27). Assume a 

solution of the form 

-1" A li.;rJ - C. (-(7) 
e.. 

and substitute this into (27) to get 

t l ( l d. A-\ - ~~ ') + (( At- - \0( g-tD~)- ~~)] =:. 0 

Set the two round brackets equal to 0 to get 

Chapter Z: Arbitr.&e Free Models 01 tM Yield Curve 
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"dA = oe.A-\ 
~t (29a) 

and a.C - -lot.9-+'b IT)R -+- cr'L At. 
"bt ~ 

(29b) 

In order for B(t,r,T) to satisfY the boundary condition (14) the A and C functions must satisfy 

A lTJT).:.o C tTl T~ =- 0 (30) 

From (29a) and (30) it is easy to get 
T-t 
j €O(S k (31a) 

From (29b) we can write o 

ClT}Tj -((iIT) 

li sing (30) this becomes - t T-1= 
C 1- -.is 1. ( <>lS 1.. 

C l-tIT') == lol. 9't'b1r
) j ~ ds - ~ J (, __ e ) Js 

0"" ""'0 ~ 
(3Ib) 

Putting (3la) and (3lb) together we can \\Tite 

T 
.s2.I'/-f'-~ ~:fUIS--f:-)J~ (32) 

where s olS) (->is\ t... -0()1... 
~tltIS) == ,~ol + eu-e.. -t-~(J"" ':.e )-r;., (I:..:. 

(33) 

The quantity defined by (33) is known as the forward interest rate. Knowledge of the function 

is enough to value all cash flows, which are not interest rate dependent, by using the discount 

factor (32). Equation (33) is thus the finished product of the model building process. For the 

remainder of this paper we will use the term 'yield curve' to be synonymous with a formula like 

(33) which specifies forward rates as functions of the time and state variables. 

Some properties of this particular model are worth noting. 

I. As s -+ 0, ~f -+ r as it should. 

2. For large s the forward rate approaches the value 
1..(: t... 6+ ~0"",4t. - 0- l...l 

which is independent of the state variable r. This implies that for large r the yield curve 

slopes down and for small r the curve slopes up. 

Chapter 2: Arbitrage Free Models or the Yield Curve 
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3. Once the model parameters have been specified the yield curve is confmed to a one dimen-

sional set of possible yield curves. In principle the observation of a yield curve outside this 

family is enough to disprove the model. A model with n state variables would result in an 

n dimensional family of possible yield curves. 

4. The spot rate r can be negative. This is an undesirable feature of this model. It could be 

corrected by interpreting r as the real interest rate but then the model should incorporate 

inflation as well. See Boyle • for a model of this kind. 

5. The forward rate is the sum of the expected future spot rate (see eqn. 25) and a term 

premium which depends on both the risk premium q and the uncertaintyc:r. 

( \ -l~S)C ~~-~'\.lL:;t""'S)J 
The term premium can be thought of as an adjustment to the expected spot rates to account for 

the stochastic environment. If we are in an deterministic enviroment then Q""" = 0 and the term 

premium vanishes. An increase in the risk premium parameter q increases all the forward rates 

and makes a bond investment more attractive to investors. An increase in the volatility, other 

things being equal, makes a bond more expensive if q < Cf' ,'.2i:J/. and cheaper if q >tr ,::I.ot.. 

In a stochastic model there are an infinite number of ways or scenarios in which the future could 

unfold. Yet for the purpose of valuing bonds only one scenario needs to be considered i.e. that 

given by the forward rates (33). This special scenario will be called the Equivalent Single 

Scenario (ESS) in this paper. It corresponds to the force of interest in traditional compound 

interest theory. 

As the modeling process is expanded to include contracts with interest sensitive cash flows each 

type of contract will be seen to have its own ESS. The word 'Equivalent' appears in this term 

Boyle,P.P.:Recent Models of the Term Structure of Inlerest Rates with Actuarial Applications", Transactions of 
Ih~ 21'S! Inter1lationai Congrus of ACIWUieS, 1980. 
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because discounting along the ESS is equivalent to a simulation approach using many scenarios 

that is described later. 

See Vasicek's paper I for more details of this model. 

2.4 The Model of Cox, Ingersoll & Ross 

This model is presented to develop a broader perspective on the model building process. Cox, 

Ingersoll & Ross 2 have developed a deeper' analysis of the bond pricing problem. They consider 

an idealized economy in which investors can choose between consumption, equity and debt 

investments. While they arrive at models which are arbitrage free in the sense we have described, 

they point out that not all arbitrage free models of the yield curve are consistent with general 

economic equilibrium. CI&R present a number of models the simplest of which can be de-

scribed as follows: 

1. Like Vasicek the spot rate r is the only state variable 

2. CI&R use a different dynamic assumption 

d, = t>{ I e-r ') ~t -t- <t'VI J..:c- (34) 

The future distribution of r implied by this equation is more complex than the normal dis-

tribution which arose in the Vasicek model. It can be shown that 

a. 

(35) 

This is the same as for the Vasicek model. 

(36) 

Chapter 2: Arbitrage Free Models ohhe Yield Curve 
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c. If r(s) > 0 then r(t) can never become negative. If cr > 2at e then r can reach O. If 

1.. 
cr < 2~ e then the origin is inaccessible' 

d. As t -+ oa the limiting distribution of r(t) is a Gamma distribution with mean and 

variance given by the limiting forms of (a) & (b) above. For ftnite t the distribution of 

r(t) is non central chi-square. See CI&R 1 for more details. 

3. CI&R assume a risk premium of the form 

1>: -~ Vr 
( :;\ < 0 for a positive risk premium). 

This minus sign is needed to conform to the notation of CI&R. 

The basic partial differential equation for bond values now becomes. 

or 

It is possible to solve (38) by assuming a solution of the form 

) 
_ .... C (-{JT) 

~1-t:\"lTJ:=' A/t,T e.. 

(37) 

(38) 

A trick that works because the coefficients of (38) are no worse than linear in r. The algebraic 

details are more complex than were those of the Vasicek model and will not be repeated here. 

The result is that for B (t,r,T) to satisfy (38) and the boundary condition (14) we must have 

, FeUer.W .• 'Two Singular Dilfusion Problems: Annals of Mathematics. 54, 173-182(1951). 
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where 

(cL+).+t) (e.)-lr-~L l) +2.. r 

0'2... = (cJ+A )\...+~O"'l.. 

From the definition of the forward rates 

~-'- .: -J. ~ 
7 Q, ~, 

Some properties of (40) are: 

I. Lim ~r (t.r.s) = r as before. 
S""o T 

;l.ol9 
2. Lim f_dt.r.s) = 

::.-=>~ 7 ", ... "A+¥ 
. Again this implies inverted yield curves for large r. 

3. The yield curve is confined to a I-parameter family. 

(39a) 

(39b) 

(40) 

4. r is restricted to non negative values. This is an improvement over the Vasicek model. 

A comparison of the values produced by the Vasicek. and Cl&.R models is given in the paper 

by Boyle' referred to earlier. 

2..5 Conclusion to Chapter 2 

This chapter has introduced the general idea of arbitrage free models of the yield curve and 

given two examples of models which follow a general pattern. 
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It should not be concluded that the processes described here are the only reasonable approaches 

to the problem. But they do provide a starting point. 

Ideally one would like to have a model which: 

a. has a small number of variables and is therefore, easy to understand and use. 

b. stands up well to empirical testing. 

Such a model, if one exists, would be a valuable tool for financial analysis of many kinds. 

While interest rate models will not be developed any further in this paper it should be noted that 

many actuaries, and others, have implemented interest rate models. A recent survey of some 

of these models can be found in a session held at the Society of Actuaries' New York meeting 

in 1987. 10 

10 'Software Tools for Asset/Liability Matching', R~cord of Th~ Society of AC1UllFi~s, Vol. 13 #3,1667·1739, (1987). 
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3.0 Chapter 3: Interest Sensitive Cash Flows 

3.1 Introduction 

To a person who entered the Actuarial profession in the 1980's the current edifice of actuarial 

theory and regulatory structure may appear to be at odds with reality. On the one hand a 

volatile interest environment is, the norm while. on the other hand. much of conventional actu

arial mathematics and insurance regulation is the product of an earlier. less volatile. era when 

deterministic models of the environment were easily justified. In this author's opinion there is 

no longer any a priori justification for the intuition that underlies classical actuarial methods. 

If classical actuarial mathematics is to be used it should be understood as a practical approx

imation to a more complex model which takes explicit account of the volatility of the economic 

environment. 

The ideas presented in this chapter represent one way of dealing explicitly with a volatile 

environment. The approach is an extension of the bond valuation ideas developed earlier. 

The chapter starts by formulating the problem of valuing a non-par life insurance policy subject 

to interest rate dependent withdrawals. The problem is solved for the case where the force of 

withdrawal is a linear function of the spot rate using both the Vasicek and CI&R models of the 

capital markets. A general result is then developed which shows how the methods described 

here relate to classical actuarial discounting. The chapter concludes with a brief analysis of 

surplus development using the valuation models proposed here. 

3.2 Conventional Non-Participating Life Insurance 

Consider the problem of valuing a life insurance contract in a stochastic economic environment 

of the type described earlier. M ore specifically we make the following assumptions 
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1. The capital markets can be described by a model of the form 

J..-;. ; = t ~ d-i + f 0' \.1 £1.<4 

f ~ rlt.~t) 
f" ':. , I{./JI.~) 

2. For the life insurance policy 

a. The death benefit is a known function D'4. of policy duration t. The force of 

mortality t ~ is also a known function of time. It is not affected by withdrawal activ

ity. 

b. There is a fIXed scale of cash values CV-I:: . Since cash values are fixed it is reasonable 

to assume that the force of withdrawal is a function of time and economic state i.e. 

r 14.1 = ro.J l i.,.,.iJ 
c. Premiums are paid continuously at the rate St . 

d. Expenses are incurred continuously at the rate e = e(t,x'" ). Allowing e to vary with the 

state x 1. gives us freedom to model inflation and productivity gains. Profit margins, if 

any, are part of e(t,x '" ). 

e. Taxes and statutory concerns are i",nored. 

We can assume the value V = V(t,x" ) of the life insurance policy varies by both policy dura

tion and economic state. As before, we consider the change t,. V in the value of the contract 

Juring a time interval Jt. We note the following: 

1. Death occurs during the interval with probability r~ dt. If death occurs the change in 

value is 

t,. V = (DB~ - V) 

2. Similarly, withdrawal occurs with probability r>oJ dt and 
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3. If no claim occurs, (prob. = 1-( r! +t oJ J; dt) the expected value of II V is given by 1.11 

Putting the pieces together at letting dt ..... 0 we get 

Equation (1) says that there are 3 sources of expected change in V 

I. The passage of time )V - ) at 

2. Changes in the economic environment 

3. The occurrence of decrements 

In a non-stochastic environment the second item would not be: required. V would be a function 

= 

(2) 

In classical actuarial mathematics one is essentially solving the ordinary differential equation 

~: l <;'''r1~ri)'I/ -r-\:b~t-!,..1t-Cllt-e~+ 1'-f: 
~ 
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or 

which by virtue of (2) we can write as 

(3) 

Equation (3) expresses the economic principle that the total expected change in the liability is 

equal to the expected rate of change of the assets assumed to back the liability. In a 

detenninistic environment the asset increases with interest and premiums and decreases with 

expenses. It will be assumed that this economic principle remains valid in a stochastic 

environment so that the investment income term, ~ V in (3) must be replaced by the expression 

rV - ~ ~. t: o-~ '1;0( 
&. ;:),,1 .. 

derived in Chapter 2. This amounts to assuming that the insurer backs the liability with assets 

in the amount V whose sensitivity to changes in the environment matches that of the liability. 

The difference between real and assumed assets will be a source of gain or loss in the surplus 

analysis to follow. Equation (3) now becomes 

(4) 

Using the expression (I) we get the following partial differential equation for the value 

V(t,x" ) of the life insurance contract in a stochastic environment. 

~ + '[ r~lJ!.. +- 1=-. 1 )l~ .o-.j ~ rol~ li)1:.",-V) ~/ (Cvt-V\ 
?It t d'\\ ,-\ L d.I,;) ... J /. ) 

(5) 

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to getting some understanding of (5) by 

a. looking at simple examples; and 
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b. proving some general properties of solutions of (5) 

3.2.1 Vasicek's Modd 

Recall from Section I that Vasicek assumed an economy with one state variable r subject to the 

stochastic process 

(6) 

with a constant term premium q(t,r) = q. We will supplement this with the assumption that 

the force ofwithdrawal/J(t,r) is a linear function ofr. i.e. 

(7) 
,J 

The first term / -+ is a base withdrawal rate independent of the interest environment. The 

parameter" measures the degree to which policyholders select against the insurer. 

While the assumption in (7) is simple and leads to tractable mathematics it can be criticized on 

a number of grounds. 

1. The model (7) assumes policyholders are not economically efficient in the way they exercise 

the withdrawal option in their policy. An efficient policyholder would have a withdrawal 

rate of the form 

o 
r.,) l4,,..') = 

r <. ;: t-t) 

r '1/ r\~) 

(8) 

where i(t) is some "trigger" interest rate which prompts the efficient policyholder to exercise 

his withdrawal option. Finding the function ~t) is part of the valuation problem. 

In response to this criticism one can say that there are a number of reasons as to why life 

insurance policyholders do not behave like efficient investors. One reason is that people 
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who exercise the withdrawal option lose their insurance coverage, but this raises another 

objection. 

2. People who exercise the withdrawal option are generally in better health than those who 

stay. The assumption (7) implies a deterioration in mortality which depends on the history 

of interest rates. 

A model where the decrements depend on the history of the state variables can be developed 

but is more complex. The consequences of the assumption (7) will therefore be explored 

while recognizing that it is only a starting point. Policy loans will not be considered explic-

itly. 

For simplicity it will also be assumed that expenses can be treated in a deterministic fashion i.e. 

(9) 

With the assumptions (6), (7) & (9) the \aluation equation (5) becomes 

("(O-4bcr-",..,..)'~\I..,.~.,. ~ - ll"-+tt{ + ... 00) +cr)V 
~, 1- ~'("" -\. I ~ 

= - [r11)~ +~r~~~r) ell-\:. +e~ -1-:) (10) 

As with the bond models introduced earlier there is a trick which aUows (10) to be solved 

directly. The trick is to assume a solution of the form 

(II) 

where 

and A(t,s), B(t,s), aCt,s) and b(t,s) are functions to be determined. 
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When (11) is substituted into (10) one fmds that if it satisfies (10) for all choices of CV* and 

DBt- then the unknown functions must satisfy the following differential equations and bound-

ary conditions. 

~ .= 0( A - ( I ~£.) 
o-C-

.4 /t)-i) =-0 
(12) 

~ = - A (ol~+ba) -+- Ii\N"- J IS (ilt-) ;: 0 
( 13) a-t 

~Cl. -= ala.. C({t,4:)=/ 
at (14) 

db - Cl. [ cr ""A - (0. 9-+ 'b 0-')] b li.,t-) ::. 0 
oi. (15) 

The first two equations are very similar to the ones that arose in the bond valuation problem 

(2.27) and have similar solutions. The results are 

where 

or 

$" 

A". + ~ -= l I·H.") ~ ~ (t,' I ".l J of. ':J 
t 

~::. re...I..l"!.-t) +-&It_GoIl~-t')) + b~ lI_eaJ~':l-~))lo( 

_ l 1+£:.)0''- (1_e-""('3--f.))'L 
';J.... <>'-

whereJf is the forward interest assumption for default free bonds derived earlier. 

(16) 

(17) 

Equations (14,15) can be solved directly using the known value for A. But it is not hard to show 

that 
-J.. ).!l a. -

I+£... o-t 

h :: --L dE, 
I -t£.. at 

(18) 
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so that 

With these results the solution to the valuation problem can be written as 

:!> 01 ~\oJ ~\I .... _Slr,.+( 1"oJu-~ . 

y=- S e 1: lr{ "b't s +-;''''It/,,:>jc.Js+e::,- 'O!.Jols 
-t 

(19) 

where 

(20) 

(21) 
"- A 

From the structure of (19) it is clear that we should interpret b , i ul as the interest and 

withdrawal assumptions that define the Equivalent Single Scenario for this model. The for-

mulas (20) & (21) depend on the details of the assumptions (6), (7) and (9) but the structure of 

equation (19) is more general as will be shown later in this chapter. 

The following general properties of the result expressed by (19),(20) & (21) are of interest. 

I. Equation (19) looks like conventional actuarial discounting except that the interest .and 

withdrawal assumptions have been derived from more fundamental assumptions. This is 

another example of how the valuation process picks out a single scenario to be used in 

discounting. The ESS for this contract consists of both an interest and a withdrawal 

assumption. As noted above this structure is not peculiar to this particular model. 

2. If ( = 0 then Lim V(t,r) = O. If £ > 0 then it can be shown that 
~~ .. 
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Lim V(t,r) = .-£.-CV t . 
r~... I+L. 

This implies an increase in convexity due to the interest rate dependent withdrawals. An 

easy way to prove this result is to change the variable of intergration in (19) to 

1.,... ( I+C) SS ~ Js 
t 

and then let r -+ Go. This result would hold in almost any model where the linear withdrawal 

assumption (7) is valid. Since the limiting value V can be less than the cash value one might 

describe the assumed policyholder behaviour as 'asymptotically inefficient' i.e. under the 

linear assumption (7) policyholders remain somewhat inefficient in their use of the with-

drawal option no matter how high the spot rate becomes. 

Actuaries who think this is an undesireable property for a more realistic model could 

consider adding a quadratic, or higher order, term to (7). The author believes that any 

withdrawal rate that grows faster than the first power of r will produce policyholders who 

are 'asymptotically efficient'. 

Another approach would be to k.eep the linear withdrawal function but amend the model 

by assuming that all policyholders withdraw when the interest rate reaches a fixed level such 

as 25%. This leads to the issue of boundary value problems which is discussed in the next 

section. 

" 3. The interest assumption b given by (20) differs from the forward rates ~developed for 

risk free bonds by a time dependent margin. 

1.. 0( t-)t.. 
""H:l= ~ ( I-I (22) 

For large t we get the simple fonnula 

\ 1.. c- ~1.. 
"" l ()o) = J.... ~'L- (23) 

This is the margin required to compensate the insurer for the assumed policyholder anti

selection. The margin is proportional to the investment anti-selection parameter f.. and to the 
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interest rate volatility CT" • The margin is inversely proportional to the speed of adjustment 

parameter 0( . Interestingly, the margin does not depend on the risk premium q or the the long 

run interest rate e . 

Note that the margin is completely independent of the cash value scale and would be required 

to value term insurance if the term plan exhibited interest rate dependent withdrawals. In 
. A 

developing a cash value scale or other pricing work S is the base from which expense margins 

would be measured. An estimate of the ultimate margin is about .17% based on the assumption . 

that E. = I and market data from 1959 to 1985. This estimate is described in more detail in 

chapter 5. 

The results stated in formulas (22) and (23) are clearly peculiar to the Vasicek interest rate 

process and the linear withdrawal assumption. However, any combination of interest and with-
./\. 

drawal assumptions could be be used to develop a ~ function which could be compared to 

the corresponding yield curve ~f for risk free debt. The difference will then be a measure of the 

interest rate margin implied by that particular set of assumptions. 

3.2.2 Other Models 

It is possible to generalize the Vasicek model by assuming that the policyholders response to 

the interest environment depends on policy duration i.e. 

t,.) = ,ri + Ct (' (24) 

where [t is a deterministic function of time. The equations (12-15) are unchanged except that 

£.. is replaced by £:-+ . When the details are sorted out it is found that 

" d..l~-t.) .5 -o<.l ~-t J 
?, = '(' e. -+- 0( 9-+ 'b ~ S ( 1+ ~ ~) e rJ... "J 

l+!:..s -t. 

'1- 5 _oll'~-~) J~ -~ l (' l I+f: ~) ~ d. ~ 
'l.L l+fsJ j 

-t 

(25 a) 
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with 

(25 b) 

When the same problem is attacked using the Cox. Ingersoll & Ross model using (24). the 

stochastic process 

and risk premium 

it is found that the system of equations corresponding to (12-15) is 

"OA -ot 
1..z.+~}A + S'lAL -LI+(+) I Ali)-t)-=-O 

~ 

}3 -=- \O(+A) ct. + cr'\. A CL 

at: 
db = -o{~C<... 
~ 

(26a) 

(26b) 

(26c) 

(26d) 

Cnfortunately. equation (26a) is non linear and cannot be solved in closed form for an arbitrary 

function f-t' When f-t; is a fixed constant the system (26) can be solved analytically with the 

resulting ESS assumptions being 

A \oJ '\ r It,i',S) 

where 
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and 

(28b) 

Equation (28 a) has the same functional form as formula (2.38) for £r . The difference between 
~ ~ 

S and ~t lies solely in the Y parameter defmed by (28 b). 

If the required interest rate margin for this model is given by 

it can be seen that 

1. m(t,r,s) depends on r and all of the parameters which are in the model. It is a much more 

complicated formula than the one which arose in the Vasicek. model. 

2. 

(29) 

33 A General Result 

In the course of developing the examples of the previous sections it was claimed that the 

appropriate solution of the valuation equation 

d"+ [,)V.r~+-.l i. o~V .cr1j ;...r~l1l~~-V) \-!".,Jli,tl)lCll-t.- V) 
~t l~' ;l,. \..) ~{;) __ ) I 

=- r V - L £ )j ~~ 001.. +:1'i - e.{i,1{i) 
1 .c. 0111 (30) 
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can be expressed in the form 

t -SS lr; ~f'.'t. S)i~ J 
V=j<:.t [r 1 i)Rl 

t-
(31) 

The following analysis. based on the classical theory of adjoints. will 

a. Develop a more precise version of the above statement. 

b. Derive a general process for computing ~ .;. ~ which can be implemented in more 

complex models. 

The analysis begins by rewriting the valuation equation in the form 

~ +LV -C F L6 l ")li) 
~-t. 

(32) 

where L is a differential operator . 

L:: 1:" l t~ + [~t" .. {) ~. + 1 ~ r:r
i
) 'v~ . ~ l" -;-r~ +-r'" (i,)li)) (33) 

\. " d). \ ).. "l a)<'~>tl 

and (FIt,)li.) =- (.rAt; i)~-t +-t..l[l,,,i)CV-t; t-e(t,""i)-~t
is the expected cash flow density at time t given that the economy is in state XL. 

Let G(t.x'- ) be an arbitrary function of time and state and consider the quantity 

"L~) = S Vl'l)~\)G("!.Jo':) d.,,{ .. rJa'" 
JL 

where..n.. is some fixed region of the state space. 

Taking the time derivative of (34) 

tAl) -=- 5 l ";)\1 ~ i-lf; V) ot'?!\ ... "l'a' 
cl'":l ..n.. <n 0') 

(34) 

-= (Lv l§. - fJ ( Lv'+ tF ') \ JOI."ol~" 
J "0 J ) (35) 

..n.. 
One of the terms in (35) is 
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which can be rearranged as 

The divergence theorem of advanced calculus allows us to write the frrst term above as a surface 

integral 

S tlr;~~()';,,~"')qVt\~tAS 
d~ 

where n ~ are the components of the outward drawn normal vectors to the boundary~.a... of 

-n.. and olS is a surface element. It has therefore been shown that 

~ ~ lr;+[CY~'b"')'dv'.~DI.'a'···olb" =- - S ~ V~.[ tr\+~()o~",'o()flJ ~' ... .I~" 
.n.. 1. "il~' ...0.- 1. dO' 

+ Sf(r~~fo-~~~)GVI\;;S (36) 

~n.. 

A similar process can be applied to the 2'nd order term in (35) to get 

~G,i.~') d'''; .~'6' ... J'a' = S Vl~. "'l . . ~ii6)ot~I ... ,1~" 
.n.. '" A. 6~;d~) ..n.. "J )0' J~J ~ 

+- Z; S [ \j) . L cr' i q ) - ";) V ~ j EiJ t\; ti S 
t,~ iI.sL d OJ ).. ~ 'OJ ).... (37) 

If we put the results of (36) & (37) into (35) we get 

d~:: - S~Fl~I'I!)f,h''aJ..t~I···JO'" + SVC~G, -1.,*G,JJ.'a"",,(~" 
c{'~ ..n... -!L d~ 

- S ~ r GVlr:'~~~~~c() to cz;: ~~t))",_ V2.~E,)1t\'JS (38) 
d

rL 
1. L J l. ~'OJ dOl l.. :Jl\ 

Where 
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is known as the adjoint operator to L. The adjoint operator L· has the useful property that 

for any two functions F(y') and H(y L) which vanish on the boundary 'dlL 

j F(hLH(y;)dY~ .. dy~ = J H(yi)L"Fdy~.dy:' 
..sL -l"L.. 

The fmal step in the analysis is to integrate (38) from time t to a future time T and note that 

,"T d.~ cl.-:) = '" LT} - \.. l-i ) 
j o(~ 

t: ~ VCI, ~) G, IT,'o 1 J<a' .. ' .,La"' - S V l{. 'a) G, (t,~) J~' .. -db" 

-.n... -n.. 
The result is T 

J 'lilt,?,) (,l-l''bJola'···,{;,'' = S \I CT; '\)) (;(.T·o)J;,··..td" + S'!')S CF()'a) hl"l,,:\)ci'a'" A" 
..!L -'L t: ...0.-

_ ST\ vl "df, -L*cq JoLa;··.t~'JJ + ('~') \ ~l q\/rr' .... i~~i")+z:G~ll.!Y. _v).~~E,l",JS 
J d ~ J j t ". j L. Jb~ cl'J'.l. J 

t..n.. t a.Q... . 
(39) 

Equation (39) is valid for almost any function G(t,x \. ). Suppose now that it is possible to 

choose G to have the following 3 properties: 

2. G = 0 at every point of the boundary ~ - for all points in time 

(-10) 

3. When ~ = t, G(t,y' ) = ~(x' - y~ i.e. when 1 t, G(t,y \..) corresponds to an atom 

. i i 
of weight one concentrated at the pomt y = x. 

The notation G(t,x" ;~,yl ) is used for the function satisfying these 3 conditions since it is 

known to applied mathematicians as the Green's function of the problem. 

Assuming a Green's function can be found equation (39) becomes 
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V l~I7I;) ~ ~ V LT, ~i ) C; l t,,,~ )1'.~) ) J.b'···/~ .. 
..n.... 

T 
+ S tI.'J S CF("3,~) Ed-l,-x'j ";)'i

j ),l~I"',{lJ" 
~ ..n.. 

fd) S ~ V l·llr\}(;(-lJll·)~I~) )1'\.\ ttS 
-t ~L ""J d'OJ i--

(41) 

Equation (41) shows that knowing the Green's function is enough to solve the valuation prob

lem. G(t,x \. ; ~,yj ) dy: .. dy" can be thought of as the value at time t and state x ~ of a con-

tract that pays I at time '3 provided both 

a. the contract has persisted to time 'l . 

b. the economy is in a neighbourhood dy~ .. dy':' about state y l at that time. 

Once G is known the value V(t,x 1. ) is determined by discounti~g, 

I. The maturity values V(T,y J ) of the contract. 

2. Future environment dependent cash flows CF(t,x t ). 

3. The \'alues of V on the boundary. The discount factor on the boundary is built from the 

derivatives of G. 

For the Vasicek model of a life insurance policy described earlier the natural regionJL was the 

entire line - "" < r < + ... so there are no boundaries to consider. Also, if the contract is not 

an endowment we can take the limit as T .... 000 in (41) and, assuming the limit of the first term 

in (41) is 0, we get 

Vt-t,r)::. s""tl.~ ~"'~r ~(i,fj ~,p) CF(~d~) 
* -\10 where 
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It is not hard to verify that the Green's function is 

'J 

- S lr~ ~ f oJ +- ~ ') Js 
e..-t 

with ?,J,~ , given by (25a, 25b) respectively and 

• _'l..oi\':).4:-) f>"- =- cr- 1- c-
;>...~ 

(42) 

The Green's function (42) appears to split naturally into 2 pieces. The first is an endowment-

like quantity 

and the second is an effective probability distribution 

A -l ~-fj1. 
-flt:'(i~I(') e a(l>'

~.J\lr-'I.. 

(43) 

(44) 

Funhermore, ~ (t,r,s) is simply the expected value, with respect to the effective probability 

distribution, of the future Spot rate. 

I.e. 
s= - S F~ltl(J~)f)JF 

-~ 

(45) 

and 

.0 A . 

~ i"lSJfJ t It'(\~lp ;0<, 
(46) 

To see that the relation (43) is true in general return to equation (41) after having substituted 

G= Ef 
to get 
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\J li.,·/) ': Cli,1l',T) ~ VLi,~i) 1 (illl'JT.!)j),(~/"~b" 
..n... 

+ ~TE{-iI'I\.~) j <:~("'bj)~lt\,.~,'ll'aj) J.'o' · ·~b"J."l 
-t .n.. 

_ STE It.,,,',,:)) ~ v't~'bj) 2. ) j \.~j1) 1\., cLS 
-t: ~h.: C 'J \~ l-

Equation (47) suggests that it is reasonable to define 

f..J-=- S r"'l'3''3l)fti\1l\i':l,~j),{'a\···Jb'' 
..n.. 

e =- ~ e\."ll~") 4lt,1l\;:)''o;) olbl ... J~" 
..n.. 

FromthedefinitionofE = S G,lt,lI')"),b j ) ,{?J' ... J~'" 
..n... 

it follows that 

- F- (l,')(~, ~) 5 J.... --.J r;lo I ... tA(j" 

.JL. 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

from (40) 

~ = -£U'''~J":))l ~ "''i~+r;-l ~ ~ ~ .l~'·).f)"i.ol~J 
o~ ::l..."".l~ b' 

(SO) 

(51) 

then (SO) becomes 

L ~ A -.> J A \3] 
~ -= - £. ~-4- r +r") +-r 
'a~ 

(52) 

When ~ - t we know that E - I so that (52) implies 
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(53) 

This is almost the promised relation (43) except that the presence of a boundary has led to a 

new force of decrement. If the values that V(t,x" ) takes on the boundaries, strike prices, are 

a function of time only. 

i.e. V(t,x ~ ) = BV(t) for all x' E ~.fL 

then (41) can be rewritten in the following form which, except for the term involving multiple 

maturity values, is very close to classical actuarial mathematics where the interest and decre-

ment assumptions are given by the Equivalent Single Scenario. 

\IH\1~)~ S It\lI~)T) jVLT;t)1li.-tij"'l,~·J)olb'···,((r'" 

with 

-rL 
T 

+ j E (i,?'~,~) l r~ ti)~ t'fvJ(-b(\,,)) elf'J -t';'f1 EV') 

t +~~-O~ol~ 
., 
~ l ~>,.;'" +rJ., + ;~·:V5 

F-. =- e. t 

Boundaries arise in valuation problems for at least 3 different reasons. 

(54) 

(55) 

I. The presence of "American" type options can often be modeled by a boundary with a given 

set of exercise values. Examples are callable bonds and life insurance contracts with "em
,,~ 

cient" policyholders as described by equation (II). The t decrement can be interpreted 

as a force of exercise for the options. 

2. As will be shown in the next chapter a very different kind of boundary arises in a model of 

Universal Life. This boundary is associated with policy lapses. 
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3. [fthere are no natural boundaries to a problem but one is solving the valuation equation 

by numerical integration it may be necessary to introduce an artificial boundary for the 

simple reason that one cannot represent an infinite region with a fmite amount of computer 

memory. The program developer or user will either have to guess at appropriate boundary 

values or develop them by another method. 

Many problems involving the valuation of interest sensitive cash flows can be brought into the 

general form indicated by equation (54). The structure of (54) also shows why classical actu-

arial mathematics, used appropriately, can be a good approximation even though it assumes a 

deterministic investment environment. 

An example of a contract for which the Equivalent Single Scenario concept would be of little 

value is a European option on a bond. In that case the only surviving term in (5~) comes from 

the maturity term. See Chaplin" for an exact solution of the call option problem for Vasicek 

bonds. 

3.4 Surplus Derelopment 

The second chapter of this paper developed a valuation model for ideal debt in a stochastic 

environment. The current chapter has taken the valuation equation (5) as an axiom and 

developed its consequences for some forms of traditional life insurance. The goal of the current 

section is to further strengthen the case for using (5) to value an insurance liability by showing 

that it leads to reasonable surplus development. The analysis also leads to a concept of asset-

liability matching. 

" Chaplin,G.B.:A Fonnula for Bond Option Values under an Omstein-Uhlenbeclr. Model for the Spot Rate', 
Working Paper Series in Actuarial Science ACfSC 87-15, Dept of Statistics and Actuarial Science, l:niversity of 
Waterloo, (1987). 
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Consider an insurer whose liability portfolio consists of N identical policies at policy duration 

t . The liabilities have a value 

L(t) = N V(t,x \. ). 

(56) 

For simplicity it will assumed that the assets A(t) of the insurer consist of an amount of cash 

C(t) and a portfolio of ideal debt, 

"" 
A(t) = C(t) + {. aj"B(t,x' :"S-). 

~::, 

(57) 

If surplus is defined by 

Set) = A(t) - L(t) 

Consider the increment dS to surplus in time dt 

;; dA-oI.L 

:::: dti -ollr\/V) 

= dA-VcJrJ-tJtJfV-dfll,).V 

(58) 

From the Valuation equation (5) it follows that 

cAV =- r ~ V + £r~ ~I/ . -40 ~ (l""1} d'~ ~ clt -+ i [ )J/. ~~ J:r-"" 
\. ot i a.,.'" q.t. ~.('~)l)J " 0( a,.' 

r It .... oJ rol\V- t:2-~I/.~'o..t-P"~D\SI- .... ,.)c..Vt-e..lt.,.(·I)-+O:]Jt ::. l \ .,( -+-- + J \ 0( ~.t" D / '- ( 

+ 2. f );).. flo ~ J -:c ~ l S-9 ) 
" .... d X " 
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The number of policies in force, N, can change due to the occurrence of a death or a withdrawal 

during time dt 

dN = -(dD + dW). 

(60) 

where each of dD and dW are random variables which arc the number of deaths and with

drawals in time dt. To fIrst order in dt they will have the following joint distribution. 

otb;:. \ o(.1:)=D 

JvJ = I 0 tv";""'Jt 

o.W:: 0 rJ;~ ott /- N [;~ tjoJ)dt-

The decrement assumptions}'" ,1~ are assumed to the true .rates which may differ from the 

I . d " ~ va uatJOn eerements! '!Jr. 

From this distribution the following expectations can be computed 
'1. ~tJ. 

E(dD) = E(dD ) = :-':t t,dt 
"L • -o..J 

E(dW) = E(dW ) = 'Ni dt 

(61) 

E(dW dD) = 0 

Since the variables dD, dW are independent of the random fluctuation dzo( driving the external 

environment it can be concluded that the fourth term in (58) vanishes i.e. 

d~ dV = O. 

Finally, consider the increment to the assets A(t) given by (57). Assume that the change in the 

cash asset consists of interest at the spot ratc plus the cash flow from insurance operations. 
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(62) 

where quantities with a tilde represent true as opposed to valuation assumptions. The change 

in the value of the bond portfolio is 

J f a:r'iS [tl~\ J:r) 
..I 

Putting (62) and (63) together the increment to the assets is 

d A:. (A cit + ~ A ~; ry ;rJ. l d ttl... '( it) +- AI ( c; -e') cit 
- D'B.~ elb - CVt; d.LJ 

where 

(63) 

(64) 

is a vector which measures the sensitivity of the asset portfolio to changes in the environment. 

The insurer can control this quantity through investment strategy. 

All the pieces required to calculate the increment to surplus (58) are now available. 

otS~ S[ f'cttt-L t-=-\~'rAlrJ~cI-.-c[cJt)j+N (i-'J+e-~)crt 
',.I. 

- (1)~t-v)lot1)- tJroltcA-I:) - (CiJi - V) (dvJ-tv'/,)c/.+:) 

(65) 

where 

A-Nil 
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(66) 

is a vector which measures the sensitivity of surplus to changes in the environment. From (65) 

it is possible to derive the following expressions for instantaneous expected rate of change in 

surplus and instantaneous rate of increase in the variance of surplus. 

~ f;Ct,5): S ((- '?: f='S\~{""qo(.) T tv' (5-'3 t-e-i') 
t:.+-10 ~t \p( D 

+N[ (I"~-;~)C"D~-t-V) + (i~;~) lCVi-- V)] 
(67) 

=- s~tj ~\jl-'~f~ i"' NC('b~-vtj~ T (CJrV)/'J 
(68) 

Equation (68) shows that there are three sources of variance in the development of surplus. 

The first term is a measure of the investment risk which can be managed by choosing an 
5 

investment strategy that results in an appropriate 1-' ~ ,see (66). :-':ote that if the company 

is scaled up,i.e. :\i is increased with all other things being held the same, then this term grows 

as :-.:1",. . 

The second and third terms in (68) are a measure of the risk due to random fluctuations in the 

mortality and withdrawal experience. The term arising from death claims cannot be eliminated 

without removing the insurance element from the contract. The second term could be elimi-

nated by setting the surrender value equal to the reserve, ie. CVt'= V(t,lC'). This makes the 

cash value a function of the economic environment, ie. there is a market value adjustment in the 

cash value. The business or regulatory environment in which the insurer operates may not al-

low this design. 

The traditional way of managing the second and third term of (68) is to note that as N gets 

large the contribution of the square bracket in (68) to the standard deviation of surplus 

will grow as .IN while the expected gain grows as N in (67). This is nothing but the law oflarge 

numbers guaranteeing that random deviations from expected deaths and withdrawals become 
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small, relative to expected earnings, as the company grows. This argument cannot be made for 

the investment risk term in (68) which can only be controlled by investment strategy. 

Turning now to the expected earnings (67) there is an investment component plus a release of 

margins in the actuarial assumptions. The investment component consists of the spot rate plus 

a risk premium which depends on (> \ . If the matrix o::r;j has an inverse, call it 

O'".j , then it is not hard to show that there is a unique investment strategy which optimizes 

the risk premium -£r-5,1I": .. ,01 for a given level of risk A~'" t:aiir-~'~~ .The result is 
1.,10. 

(69) 

A\ = - A ~ ~;j (t'l ... 6 ""~ ~ {(J/3y .. 
( J,oI. 

If cri.i is not invertible then the optimal strategy is not unique. Using (66) and (69) the optimal 

company wide investment strategy is given by 

L 
A 

The equation has an obvious interpretation, ie. 

(70) 

a. Take assets in the amount of the liability and invest so that their sensitivity matches 

that of the liability. 

b. Invest surplus according to (69) so as to achieve a given risk/return objective. 

When combined with the definition of ~~ in equation (64) the strategy (70) puts a set of 

linear constraints on the amounts a"J" to be invested at various maturities. 

(71) 

By continuously adjusting the portfolio parameters a -r so that (71) holds, to a reasonable 

approximation, the insurer can manage the risks inherent in issuing an interest sensitive prod-

uct. 
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For an insurer who adopts an optimal investment strategy, equations (67) & (68) become 

E(M) = 
hl 

S ((+ ~ ~f) -I- N [(r;}~)(Mt-lI)+-(r"-;")(Ctlt-I1)J 

The preceding analysis has concentrated on the risks due to random fluctuation in the economy 

or the insurer's portfolio of insurance liabilities. It is well known that the risk of mis-estimating 

the mean can be more important than the risks posed by random events. Equation (67) for the 

evolution of expected earnings makes allowance for the emergence of margins in the actuarial 

assumptions but did not (for ease of presentation) account for errors that may have been made 

in modeling the capital markets. This issue will be addressed now. The notational convention 

started with equation (62), where quantities with a tilde (f:' ,€ 7etc.) are the true values and un

marked symbols ~ ,~,etc.) are valuation assumptions, will be continued. 

Returning to the definition of surplus: 

dS = dA -:\ dV - V d:-\ 

it will be assumed that assets are valued by looking at their actual market values rather than 

model values and so will satisfy 

c{A= tli-dT +A~f,;~(oft~-i·\'t)+ N'(5,e)cft 
- \)~ otb - Cl.I-t cLuj 

where d;\j = - (dD + dW) as before. 

Reserves will have been calculated by using the valuation model 

~\l T- f ~r\~<:t:.G.ol.)~v. +?; Q-'·q;'.V .+ t~ Cb~t-lI)-\.-rv(ClIcV) 
~-t: \,... V ~JIl \,) cil. ~'.J)(,} 

="f"J+~-e. 
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but the true increment to V is 

Use (73) to replace ~ in the above to get 
()t-

rJ.V =. ) 1= l i'-/'- ~~ 't"" J.)j + 1 ~ L ',~ V ~)l' J... i'J 

+ "'at - e-t- -r~ l"b'tc V) -t'" L cV-t- V)} dt 

(74) 

Put (72) & (74) together to get the new increment to surplus 

j;.,.,. E (~s) = 1'S + 2" (A-~~ - ff~v'. J; '.t. ~ ... 
C>r1<J ~t -i ,'" 0}.' 

+ N [Cb~t-V)ct~-;"t-)+ (C~-V) (f ""';"')-r~ t"-at +-~ ... ~-tJ 
+ NL '£ "&V. (~\ ... ,t't-t~- cr-:..r"'f')+l~. (, '-~ . L \)'i_ ~ll)l 

',.L t))(' v z..t'J clJ<.,cl)<) J 
(75) 

z: G ij l A~~ - N0V. \ l ,q.;-j - ,v-:)LI\ 
'\l \ d)t' ) ( d).J ) 

+ N [(1)~~"'V)r~ + (CVcV)("] 
(76) 

The first three terms of (75) are much like equation (67). The main difference is that all asset 
IV 

sensitivities are measured by the unknown quantity f i.. This implies that without knowing 

the correct interest rate model it not possible to match assets and liabilities perfectly. 

The fourth term in (75) shows that using the wrong model can introduce new biases into the 

earnings. This will be illustrated by using the Vasicek model to value the liabilities. Assume that 

the spot rate r is the first of a large set of real state variables x' ..... x... ie .• r= x' . Since re-
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serves are computed using only r as a state variable all derivatives of V are 0, except for those 

involving r. 

Equation (75) becomes 

;.;..... ~ = (.s + r- ( 1t0' - NlI) rr 'Ill t + 
b/;-, 0 at; ... a ( 

+tV [CD~-v')(I'~.;~)t- (CV-i--V){f...J-?'·) + 5t--ot +E't-e~ 

(77) 

The first line of (77) represents the investment contribution to expected earnings. It is hard to 

draw any meaningful conclusion from these terms other than to say that if the Vasicek model 

is not a good approximation to the real world then almost anything could happen. 

A few general conclusions can be drawn from the last term of (77) 

1. If C)V /?Jt"" < 0 as it will be most applications, it is conservative to choose the parameters 

2. 

0( , f' '1 ,(f"' so that 

The quantities on the right could be estimated from empirical studies. 

, If D <0 use (J'L < 0;" . 
ot-

3. The model may do a reasonable job of valuing liabilities if the insights (I) and (2) above 

are used judiciously but it is harder to justify a simple model as being adequate for guiding 

investment strategy. This is largely because we cannot know t"~ without having the cor

rect model. 

As a sample application of(77) consider an insurer who uses the Vasicek model of interest rates 

to value a life insurance policy with interest rate dependent withdrawals. Suppose that the 

model is valid but the insurer fails to use the interest rate margins derived in equation (20). 
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Since 

ignoring the margin is equivalent to mis-estimating the volatility assumption as the following 

table shows. 

True Value 

q 

From (77) we see that the term 

Valuation Assumption 

- c. ~'- I d'V 
j K:.. J:. a( 1.-

(78) 

behaves as a source of expected earnings. This term is non-zero at most times even though the 

margin is 0 at the point of valuation. 

3.5 Conclusion to Chapter 3 

The main purpose of this chapter was to show that it is possible to build models of interest 

sensitive cash flows. A general model building process was developed and illustrated with a life 

insurance contract. The general process can be summarized as follows: 

I. Choose assumptions to model the capital markets. 

2. Choose assumptions to model mortality, withdrawals, expenses, etc. 
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3. Write down an appropriate version of the valuation equation (5) and any applicable 

boundary conditions. 

For realistic models it will not be possible to solve the valuation equation with mathematical 

tricks, numerical procedures will be needed. There are two choices: 

4. Solve directly for V(t,X'" ). 

5. For fixed (t,x' ). solve the adjoint equation (40) for the Green's function G(t,x' ,~,yJ 

and then use it to develop interest and decrement assumptions of the Equivalent Single 

Scenario via (45). This approach has the advantage of allowing the actuary to use existing 

valuation programs/systems after the assumptions have been developed. 

The analysis of expected earnings contained in equations (75) & (76) shows that interest sensi

tive products are manageable provided: 

I. The product was priced using a model which captured the material benefits and options. 

2. 
. . t:::; i l ~ s 

The Insurer Invests so as to keep the term ~ CJ (-,;r j in (68) under contro\. This is usually 
\,) 

referred to as matching assets and liabilities. 
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4.0 Chapter 4: Universal Life 

The previous chapter dealt with the problems of managing the risks of an insurance product 

where all of the plan elements were fully guaranteed. It should be clear that an interest rate 

model of some sort is required for a successful implementation of the process that was outlined. 

If a company is not comfortable with the idea of betting on the results of a theoretical model 

then an alternative is to restructure the life insurance contract so as to pass more of the 

investment risk onto the policyholder. 

Universal Life plans were introduced into the North American market in the early 1980's and 

have gained wide acceptance. A wide range of plans varying from "new money" to 

"portfolio" designs have been introduced. Each design shares the investment risk between the 

insurer and the insured in a different way. 

The purpose of this chapter is to analyse a fairly simple, "new money" version of Cniversal Life 

to see what investment risk, if any, is retained by the company. 

The plan analysed here defines the relationship between the insurer and the insured in terms of 

an account balance or reserve R(t) subject to the following conditions: 

I. The account is credited with premiums, assumed to be paid continuously, at the rate gt-. 

2. The insurer can deduct expenses at the rate e 1:' 

3. The death benefit is a level amount DB and the insurer deducts risk charges from the ac-

... 
count at the rate t-t(DB-R(t». 

4. The insurer credits interest to the account at the prevailing spot rate r less a margin 

t.(t,x") which depends on prevailing conditions. 
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The above four assumptions can be summarized in the single formula: 

(1) 

Since r is a random variable (1) must be interpreted as an evolution equation for R. The vari-

able R will, in effect, become a new state variable i.e. for the purpose of valuing the policy the 

economic environment consists of the external variables x ~ and the account value R. 

Two additional assumptions are required to fmish defming the plan of insurance. 

5. The policyholder may surrender the contract at any time for the account value R(t). Since 

the credited interest rate follows the spot rate we will assume there are no interest rate 

dependent \\ithdrawals, ie. the force of withdrawal is a function of policy duration alone. 

rllJ i"t 
Panial withdrawals are ignored. 

6. Insurance coverage lapses if the account R(t) reaches 0 at any time after issue. Ylany plans 

allow the insured to fund the policy as they see fit. This feature is difficult to model so we 

will assume that the funding rate gt, is a fixed, deterministic, function of policy duration . 

. 
The margin 6(t,x~ ) will be determined by the insurer's rate cr-editing strategy. For example, 

if lh~ ,tatcJ strate;;;- is to (;r~Jit thc (;urrClil ,hun l". UJ rate less a fixed margin one might use 

r - 6 (t,x \ ) '" r - 6' 

(2) 

where 6' is a fixed constant. There are at least two problems with using (2) as a model. 

I. The formula (2) implies that if r < 6' the insurer can credit a negative rate of interest. 
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2. If r evolves according to a diffusive stochastic process as was assumed in chapter 3 then 

the formula (2) assumes the insurer is continuously resetting the rate, ie. an infmite number 

of rate changes in every finite period of time. 

The second criticism is true but should not be taken too seriously. The model approximates an 

insurer who resets the crediting rate frequently but not infmitely often. 

The first point is more serious. Some plans have a guaranteed minimum crediting rate such as 

4%. For such a plan the margin t.(t,x1 ) could be defined by something like 

r - t.(t,x" ) = max( In 1.04, r - t. ') 

(3) 

Here t.' is the margin the insurer hopes to earn. Actuarial intuition suggests that (2) will be a 

reasonable approximation to (3) if the probability of reaching low interest rates is small. 

\1any other rate crediting strategies are possible and some will be better than others. The point 

that should be made is that one cannot value the policy without first specifying a rate crediting 

strategy. 

We will now develop a valuation model for the policy described earlier using the principles 

developed in chapter 3 of this paper. 

As before, we assume the economic environment can be described by state variables Xl , ... ,X " 
satisfying 

(4) 

The spot rate r is a known function r(t,x ~ ) and q"" (t,x" ) are the risk premiums paid by the 

capital markets. 
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The basic idea is to assume the value V of the contract to the insurer is a function 

V= V(t,x' ,R) of the state variables and the account R(t). We can then add equation (2) to 

the list of evolution equations (4) and compute the total expected rate of change of V to be: 

~ of t"r; !i.. -4-.1. 'i.. ~\l )L~ . "'r~ (\)&t-v") -+ i~ U<- V) 
"Ot 1 ~)(" '2... ~'l d)l;~~l 

+ (. \ t-b')!<.-r'" t-n~~-R J- ~t+ "a't1 )V (5) 
O~ 

= -rV - t )1.0"01.,"";- Pot - e~ 
,~ ~).'\ 

The last equality is an expression of the economic axiom stated at the beginning of chapter 3 

, ie. the expected rate of change of V equals expected rate of interest plus premiums less ex-

penses. 

Equation (5) is to be solved subject to two boundary conditions. 

1. Since the policy lapses when R = 0 one could set 

(6) 

This ignores issues such as 30 day grace periods or other reinstatement features. 

2. Some plans endow for the current account value when the policy reaches a maturity dura-

tion T. This leads to the boundary condition 

....A..- t=-T (7) 

.... 
A notational convention is established in (5). Quantities with a tilde such as t refer to ac-

count accumulations. Quantities t~ are valuation assumptions for real mortality and expense. 

Equation (5) together with the boundary conditions (6) & (7) completes the formulation of the 

Cniversal Life valuatio~ problem. 

The theory developed in chapter 3 will be used to analyse the valuation problem. If the Uni

versal Life plan has truly passed most of the investment risk onto the policyholder, then we 
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should be able to deduce that fact without malting detailed assumptions about the economic 

environment. 

Start by writing (5) in the form 

Where the operator L is now defmed by 

L = t ('3. +- 1. i:. ~\')~ -rlt<"-A-4.t .... t-")R.-;~~~-~~'t~~a 
, ~)!" 1- ... ) ~.'~.$.~ '-I" 

..... f" ¢~, ~~~ -L Hj'-el"\ "'i'~") 
Let G(t,xl ,R,3 ,yl ,R') be the Green's function for the valuation problem. Then using 

equation (3.41) it follows that 

V\t"\\l~}:' ~~rJR' ~ R'(;({,~i,R.)l,~,R')J~\ .. .J~" 
Q .n.. 

T ~ . 
-\ ~ J.~ ~ d.A.' S J.~ .. ·J'~;·lr; \)~'t -li~ R.'+ e ~ - d':l1 ~ l{"'~'~i ~.oiIR') 

t 0 .n.. 

There is no contribution from the boundary term R' = 0 since V vanishes on the boundary. 

Further progress can be made by splitting the Green's function into two pieces as before 

'" 
~::.e1 

E = f~o.R' SJ'b'···J-z," C""\t-{.,,;)2,),,)~~,R') 
~ -1l... 

(8) 

·<.\0) 

then (8) becomes 
'-J :. Eli'~"IR.)\) ~lt,')(;,RjT) UI) 

+ fa ({\'I<\,e.~ ~) lr; ~t+r~ ~ t e~-~.J J) 
-t 
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with 

(12) 

Since the Green's function satisfies the differential equation 

(13) 

" one finds, after some calculation, that the functions E, f satisfy 

~ £ = - t ~ -+-r~ "" r "'':) ') E ( l-l) 

d':) 

il.f = -
'd~ 

Where 

(16) 

1 here is no boundary term in (14)01" (15) since the outward drawn normal to the region R> 0 

points in the uR" direction and, due to (I) and (4) this is a null direction for the covariance 

matrix, ie, cr,R = ,l3"~\ :: .. RA.. = O. 

Using (15) we can compute 
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1/C) '" = S d.(.l.' ~ Ro' ~ J.'rl' ... J~' 
o -D- o~ 

~ 

R.( ~ + r~)-1~ 1)~ -e:3 + ~:l- ) ,(R' ~ b(?,,.)R' # ,I.~' ... J~" 
o ..n.. 

(17) 

If a new quantity, the effective margin t:, is defined by 

then (17) becomes 

( 18) 

When t = '3 we know that R = R so this can be integrated to give 

(19) 
~ A ~ 

We see from (19) that R is a projected account or cash value where<i> -t::. is the interest 

assumption used in the projection andrs is the mortality assumption. Equation (II) now 

looks like a conventional valuation with It as the surrender value. 

From (14) we easily find. 

Eq uations (19) & (20) can be combined to yield 
~ 

E R = :; t (r~-4.ri ·d~-r)h C R,.-
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\..2.1.) 

where we ha ve set T = 0- to simplify the algebra. 

Equation (22) is a useful starting point for guessing the appropriate form of an exact solution 

to the valuation equation (15). 

The evolution equations (4) & (18) can also be used to rewrite (II) as follows. 

The first term can be integrated by parts to get 

= _RE\T -T fe( ~-(&~r~))cI~ 
4 .c q':) 

).;ow use (! 8) 

~T E. R I",J~ J.~ = 
~ 

r<-R l1"")E.(T") -\- ~TE[ RC~-~-ro(:\-~)-;-~"t:l~+~-i"":)}. 
-to 

When this result is used in (I I) we find :I 
V ::. f<- - ST E ( "E; (t .&-\;~ -.rol., ') ("t:l~-R) ~ t t':)- ~':)) j 01) 

i 
ie., the policy value is equal to the cash value less a present value of future margins. 

,. 

(23) 

Returning to (22) we see that it contains the two unknown quantities ~ and the effective mar-

gin Z. In general these quantities depend on the details orthe economic model and the rate 
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crediting strategy. Thus even if there are no interest sensitive withdrawals or premium payments 

the model still has interest sensitive elements. 

A useful model can be obtained by assuming the rate crediting strategy is to maintain a fixed 

margin D. '. This implies t;:' = D.' and (22) contains only one unknown function 

II') .... ' • )' 

F (.I • D '\ J ~ ,,~,"',", $ (24) 
r.,"Ii', ~'J~):: ~ ~ 

When we substitute (22) into the valuation equation (5) we fmd (22) to be a solution only if 

F(t,xi ,R;~) satisfies the following conditions. 

Z ~F. l,r;-t{"O~"{) + ~ 
',11. .....,:.:. \ 't " 

(25a) 

-+ C R~f-b') -r4: t"b"\-r) - ~ .. -+CZr+") ~ -

R') 0 
(2Sb) 

d ((::0. 

(2Sc) 

Lnfortunately, an exact solution to the problem (2S) is not known, even if the relatively simple 

Vasicek model of interest rates is used. 

Some progress can be made by letting B(t,x' ,::1) be the solution of the ideal debt problem for 

the given model of interest rates ie., • 

U -4- t:. \f;~"~r)~. + { ~ 0'\) ~,., :. ., ~ 
C)~ (," ~'''J c.AIJ'JXJ 

(26a) 

(26b) 

The function B satisfies the first two conditions of (2S) but not the third. If we use B in (22), 

(ie., set ~ = ~t ) we get a quantity which will be denoted by ~ (t,xi,R).It turns out that 

~ (t,x', R) is a solution of the valuation equation (S) but it does not satisfy the boundary 

condition V = 0 when R = O. 
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Even if Vi is not the correct solution to the problem it can be an adequate solution. Consider 

the follo\\'ing properties of Vof • 

I. VJ. is a solution of the valuation equation (5) which does not require a theoretical model 

of interest rates to calculate it .Rather than using the forward rates produced by a model 

one could simply use the "observed" forward rates. The answer will not depend on a 

number of theoretical assumptions. In a sense this is a model of a life insurance plan in 

which all the investment risk has been passed on to the policyholder. However,in order to 

get this result the model has ignored 

a. interest sensitive withdrawals 

b. interest sensitive funding 

c. interest sensitive margins in the form of guaranteed minimum accumulation rates 

d. interest sensitive lapses i.e. the boundary condition (25) 

c. other tax and regulatory issues which are ignored in this paper. 

2. The failure of VJ to satisfy the boundary condition at R = 0 is probably the least important 

of model" s shortcomings. The author currently believes that the true solution, which does 

satisfy the boundary condition, does not differ materially from Vf at points Which are not 

in the immediate neighbourhood of R = O. 
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3. Any attempt to improve on V will require specific assumptions about the yield curve, the 

rate crediting strategy and policy holder behaviour with respect to funding and withdrawal. 

Unfortunately the author has not yet found any tractable models with some of these real

istic elements. 

"-
4. The solution V~ projects Rt along the forward yield curve up to the maturity date T even 

"-
if R~ becomes negative at some point before T. This suggests that one way to improve 

V,* is to stop the projection at the point where R.f. = O. The resulting quantity Vt will 

satisfy the boundary condition V(t,x' ,R) = 0 when R = 0 but is no longer a solution of the 

valuation equation (5). It can be shown that, in the limit where the environment becomes -deterministic, this is the correct solution to the valuation equation. V;t is, therefore, an-

other reasonable approximation to the exact solution V(t,x ~ ,R). 

..... 
We conclude that (26) perhaps modified to stop the projection when 1<,: 0 is a reasonable 

approximation when the elements which make the plan interest sensitive can be ignored. :\fore 

realistic models will require numerical procedures to solve the appropriate version of (5). 

Finally, it should be noted that the discussion of surplus development and matching in chapter 

3 applies equally well to the Cniversal Life model developed in this chapter. It can be shown 

that differences between actual and assumed rate crediting strategies will result in gains or 

losses. Differences between actual and assumed funding result in a gain or loss. Even if the re-

serve Y.J is deemed adequate it is still necessary to use an interest rate mode! to compute the 

sensitivity of V f to changes in the environment. Universal Life may pass on more of the 

investment risk to the policyholder but it still requires matching. If nothing else the solution 

V~ in (26) shows that Universal Life liabilities are more complex than short term obligations. 
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5.0 Chapter 5: A Practical Perspective 

5.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this final chapter is to put the results of the previous sections into a practical 

perspective. This is done by considering some of the practical problems of implementing models 

of this kind. 

The first section assumes that the Vasicek model of a non-participating life insurance policy is 

valid and then considers the practical problems of estimating the model parameters from 

empirical data. Results from a recently published empirical study are used. 

The second section briefly discusses the practical problems of getting answers out of models 

which cannot be solved by mathematical tricks of the type me in this paper. :-':umerical inte

gration, the binomial lattice approach and stochastic simulation are briefly discussed. 

The final section concludes the paper by restating the main assumptions and results along with 

a brief critique of the approach. 

5.2 Estimating Parameters in the Vasicek kfodel 

The main assumptions for the Vasicek model of a life insurance policy were the behaviour of 

the spot rate 

(I) 

and the force of withdrawal 

(2) 
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'" The main result was that the appropriate force of interest ~ (t,r,s) to be used in valuing the 

policy was related to the forward interest rate \ (t,r,s) by equation (1.1 7) 

A S :. 
(3) 

The option cost margin in (3) starts off at 0 and then reaches the ultimate value of 

(4) 

It should also be noted that in the limit as -<.. -+ 0 the margin takes the form 

(5) 

which grows indefinitely. 

The parameter E can only be estimated from a study of the insurer's experience. The design 

of such study is outside the scope of this paper. It will be assumed that f. = I for the remainder 

of this analysis. 

In a recently published empirical study Sanders & Unal'l considered one month Treasury bill 

yields from \1arch 1959 to December 1985, in the United States. They employed a statistical 

technique which not only estimated the values of the parameters of the Vasicek model but also 

identified points in time where the parameters appeared to change. Their analysis indicated four 

separate regimes over the study period. 

11 Sanders.A.B. &: Lnal. H.:On the [ntertemporal Behaviour of the Short Term Rate of Interest'. Journal of 
FinQflcial & Qwurlilaliv~ Analysis 23, 417·423.(1988). 
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The following table, taken directly from the paper by Sanders & Unal is a summary of their 

results. The parameters k, r ,CI""e estimate values in the equation 

(6) 

where all parameters are expressed on a monthly time scale. N is the number of monthly 

observations. 

TABLE I Monthly Results 

Regime r k Cl"'e. N 

1959,04 - 1985/12 0.005130 0.040609 0.000678 321 
Standard Error (0.0009) (0.0154) 

1959104 - 1968:08 0.003138 0.055650 0.000294 113 
Standard Error (0.0005) (0.0343) 

1968/09 - 1979:09 0.006533 0.024880- 0.000499 133 
Standard Error (0.0067) (0.0316) 

1979/10 - 1982;08 0.009233 0.2480 I 3 0.001610 35 
Standard Error (0.0011) (0.1255) 

1982,09 - 1985,' 12 0.006580 0.179601 0.00051740 
Standard Error (0.0005) (0.1088) 

Sanders & L' nal noted the roIlowing. 

I. There is wide variation in the parameter values between the regimes. This casts doubt on 

the value of the parameter estimates obtained by pooling the data across all regimes. This 

was the main point of the Sanders & Unal paper. 

2. The uncertainty in the estimate of the parameter k is large. The only regime in which k is 

significantly different from 0 is the 1979-1982 period. This is unfortunate since it \\'ill soon 

be shown that k determines the parameter «. in the Vasicek model. 
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3. The last two switch points in Sept. 1979 and Aug. 1982 respectively correspond, roughly, 

with announced changes in Federal Reserve monetary policy. 

a. Oct. 1979, the Fed announces its intention to switch its short run operating target for 

monetary policy from the federal funds rate to non-borrowed reserves. 

b. Oct. 1982, the Fed began to put greater emphasis on stabilizing interest rates. 

A more detailed description of these events and their impact can be found in the text book 

by Gordon ". 

The discussion above indicates that there are limits to what a purely statist.ical model of interest 

rates can do. Bearing these limitations in mind the author has transformed the data of Table 1 

to an annual basis in ordcr to sce Ilhat the implications arc'for the Vasicek model of a life 

insurance policy. 

Equation (I) can be integrated to get 

r\-t) ~ r\O) -;~t + 9U_e...L-4)4-

On setting t = 1/12 and dividing by 12 this becomes 

rL'/,"t.): 'd!) ;".1../11_ +-2. l\-i..l/I\.) .. 
\ ")... \~ Il. 

This agrees with the form (6) used by Sanders and Unal if the following identifications are made 

11 Gordon.RJ., Macrotcollomjcs O',d uUrioll). lillie, Brown & Co., Boslon (1984), pp. 513·519. 
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b,. -

These equations are easily inverted to give 

~ \:.. \l..r 

0<. = - n .. ""' I-IQ... 

Q'" &. \l.. ~e. I~ 
~~I.c. 

The annualized version of Table 1 in then given by 

TABLE 2 Annualized Results 

Regime E7 QI.... ~ 1. £1. 
1,.. ...... 

195904 - 1985/12 0.06156 0.4975 0.0288 0.00167 

1959.04 - 1968/08 0.0377 0.6871 0.0126 0.00017 

1968.09 - 1979/09 0.0784 0.3023 0.0210 0.00241 

1979/1 0 - 1982/08 0.1108 3.4204 0.0767 0.00025 

1982/09 - 1985/12 0.0790 2.3756 0.0237 0.00005 

The right hand column of Table 2 gives the value of the ultimate interest rate margin required 

by the model when'i:. = 1. For the pooled data the margin is about 17 basis points. This is the 

value quoted earlier in the paper. 

Again there is wide variation in the results. The large uncertainty in the value of k described 

earlier implies similar unce~ainty in the value of GC. and even larger uncertainties in the interest 

margin since oe.. is small and appears in the denominator of the formula. 
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It is possible that these problems could be ameliorated by developing a more complex interest 

rate model and/or by designing the empirical study to produce more accurate estimates of the 

imponant parameters. 

Some of the problems associated with more complex models are discussed in the next two 

sections. Funher discussion of empirical studies is outside the scope of this paper. 

A useful conclusion can be drawn from Table 2 in spite of the limitations which have been dis-

cussed. It is clear that the option cost is real and is too big to be ignored. It does not appear 

to be so large as to be onerous either. 

Finally. it is wonh restating that managing an interest sensitive product ponfolio requires not 

just pricing the product properly but also a continued commitment to matching assets and 

liabilities. Even if the option costs appear to be small the need to match is still there. 

5.3 Numerical Approaches 

This section briefly discusses techniques for solving equations of the form (2.5) when there are 

no convenient mathematical tricks available. It has already been noted that the equations of 

Lniversal Life are intractable even when the Vasicek interest rate model is used. Another 

example of an intractable model arises if the spot rate is assumed to follow a lognonnal process 

which leads to the bond valuation equation 

(7) 

The presence of the r ~ tenn spoils the tractability of the model. 
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All of the models used in this paper have had the property that the coefficients of the relevant 

valuation equations were at worst linear functions of the interest rate. While it is a thesis of this 

paper that there is insight to be gained by studying such simple models it must be recognized 

that the world is more complicated than any of the models discussed so far. On the other hand 

the cost of developing and running a complex computer model can be very high and, despite 

their complexity, these models may be no better at predicting the future course of government 

monetary policy than the simple models. 

Three general approaches to the problem will be discussed. These are numerical integration, the 

binomial lattice technique and stochastic integration. 

5.3.1 ;\T umerical Integration 

The basic idea of this process is to represent the function V(t;r) by its values at a discrete set 

of grid points (t\ ,r~) of the the form 

1", = to +- 1. bt-

Set V'l = Vet:,. ,r,i)' The derivatives that appear in equations such as (7) can be approximated 

by finite differences. The fmite version of (7) then turns out to be a large system of linear 

equations connecting the values V,~ at all the grid points. Boundary conditions supply the 

additional information necessary to calculate the required derivatives at all interior grid points. 

There is a large literature on this subject due to the fact that equations similar to (7) appear in 

many fields of pure and applied science. A good introduction and further references to the 

literature can be found in the book. by Press et al. '4 

'4 Press,W.H.,Flannery.B.P.,Teu't.>lsky,s.A. &Vetterung,W.T., Numerical Recipes,The Art of Scitrltific Computing, 
Cambridge University Press, New York(1986). Equations of the type (7) are referred to as Diffusive Initial Value 
Problems by the these authon. 
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Financial applications of numerical integration can be found in papers by Brennan & Schwartz, 

I.S who consider two factor models of the yield curve, and Courtadon ., who considers the 

problem of valuing American and EUropean options on default free bonds where the spot rate 

follows the process 

5.3.2 The Binomial Lattice Approach 

A well known example of the binomial lattice approach applied to an actuarial problem is 

contained in the 1985 paper by R.P. Clancy .7. 

In principle, the binomial lattice approach is a specialized form of numerical integration. It 

deserves separate mention because it is widely known and can be understood intuitively without 

the need for advanced mathematics. 

The method is most often used to value an option C on an underlying security P when the fol-

lowing conditions hold 

I. The option depends on the state variables x" only through the price of the underlying 

security i.e. 

C(t,x' ) = C(t,P(t,x' » 

.s Brennan.\1.J .• and Schwaru.E.s .• An Equilibrium :>.Iodel of Bond Pricing and a Test of :>.1arket Efficiency: 
Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis. 17,301-329.(1982) . 

• 6 Courtadon.G. 'The Pricing of Options on Default·Free Bonds: Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis, 

17,75-100.(1982) . 

• 7 Oancy.R.P.;Options on Bonds and Apptications to Product Pricing', TSA. 37,97-130.(1985). 
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2. The security P, or some function of it, follows a lognormal process. 

dP = r P dt + a" P dz 

3. The spot rate r is a specified function of time and P i.e. r = r(t,P). 

Under these conditions it can be shown that the option satisfies the equation 

The binomial lattice algorithm as described by Clancy or Cox, Ross & Rubinstein II can be 

viewed as numerical integration method for the above equation to fmd C=C(t,P). 

An extension of the binomial lattice technique to model the entire yield curve has been described 

by Tilley et al. i9 in the discussion to Robert Clancy's paper described above. 

5.3.3 Stochastic Integration 

I t is shown in the stochastic calculus that solutions of the valuation equations under study in 

this paper have representations as stochastic integrals. A representation of this form was in-

eluded in Vasicek's original 1976 paper "', 

The main ideas will be described here because the method represents a mathematical bridge 

between the approach based on differential equations, that has been used in this paper, and 

simulation approaches that are commonly used in actuarial practice. 

II Cox).C..Ross,s.A,&Rubinstein,\1.:0ption Pricing A Simplified Approach-, Journal of Financial Economics, 7, 

229·263.(1979) 

19 Tilley,J.A, FSA.Noris,P.D"Buff.J.J, FSA & Lord,G"Discussion of 'Bond Options and Product Pricing' by 
R.P.Oancy FSA, TSA,37, 134-145,(1985). 

211 Vasicek O,A .• An EqUilibrium Characterization of the Term Structure: Journal of Financial Economics,S, 
(1977). 
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For the Vasicek model of default free debt the process of stochastic integration can be broken 

down into the following steps. 

I. To estimate the value B(t.r.T) divide the interval into n steps of size l:l. t = (T-t)/n. 

2. Generate n normal deviates 1., •..•• z" and. starting with r. 

scenario by using 

r. derive an interest rate 

3. To each scenario assign a value B(t.r.T.z, •. .. • z,J by 

(8) 

4. Compute the mean B(t.r.T.n) of B(c.r.T.l, •...• l,,) over all scenarios 

in practice this mean would be estimated by an average over a reasonable number of 

scenarios. 

5. Take the limit as n -+MI. The resulting iimit 

B(t.r.T) = lim B(t.r.T.n) 

will agree with formulas derived earlier for the Vasicek bond model. In practice a compro-

mise between precision and cost will have to be arrived at in choosing a value of n appro-

priate to the problem at hand. 

In the case of the Vasicek model it is possible to carry out all of the above calculations ana-

lyrically. An explicit expression for B(t.r.T.z, •...• l'l) can be found whose exponent is linear in 

the random deviates ~. The integral can then be evaluated by using standard properties of the 

normal distribution. 
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The importance of this development is that it identifies (8) as the 'right' discount factor to be 

used along each scenario. If the contract being valued generates interest sensitive cash flows 

which vary "ith each scenario then those cash flows should be discounted using (8) to obtain 

the value associated with that scenario. 

The analysis of an SPDA contract described by Tilley et al.19 appears to be a practical imple

mentation of some of these concepts. 

In comparing numerical and stochastic integration the following points can be made. 

I. For a given set of assumptions the methods are theoretically equivalent. 

2. \iany financial practitioners will find the multi-scenario approach intuitively more appeal

ing than the approach based on partial differential equations. 

3. The multi-scenario approach has a technical advantage in that it deals easily with instru

ments where the cash flow depends on the entire rate path and not just the current state 

of the yield curve. Handling this situation in the other approach requires the addition of 

new state variables, such as R in the Cniversal Life model, which increases the dimension 

of the numerical integration problem. 

4. If numerical integration is used to solve for the Green's function G{t,y) ,rather than the 

values V{t,x), then the results of the analysis could be stated in terms of the interest rates 

and cash flows of the Equivalent Single Scenario. The Equivalent Single Scenario may 

prove to be a useful communication tool. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

This paper has outlined a theory for dealing with interest sensitive cash flows. The theory has 

been illustrated with idealized but tractable models. So"me, but not all, of the issues involved in 

putting the method into practice have been discussed. 

The main elements of the theory require 

I. An interest rate model. 

2. Assumptions about policyholder behaviour with respect to the options granted in the pol

icy. 

3. A valuation principle, eqn. (3.5), was postulated which connected the elements (I) & (2) 

above. 

4. Valuation or pricing work is done by working with solutions of the valuation equation (3.5). 

5. Solutions of the valuation equations can be obtained by one of three methods 

a. Exact analytical solution for tractable cases. 

b. Numerical integration 

c. Stochastic simulation 

A practitioner, in today's l'orth American environment, would be justified in raising the fol

lowing issues. 

I. Who choses the assumptions that drive the interest rate models? 
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This paper has concentrated on the merits of having an interest rate model and has avoided the 

problem of choosing one. Since governments participate in the debt markets as both borrowers 

and regulators it will be hard to model interest movements on a purely statistical basis. For an 

outline of an interest rate model very different from the kind used here see Vanderhoof ". 

2. The valuation methods assume a world in which assets and liabilities are valued at market 

and there are no taxes. In the real world Insurers must use statutory and/or GAAP fman-

cial statements in which most bonds are held at their amortized value. The incidence of 

income tax over time is determined more by book income rather than income on a market 

value basis. 

One of the nice properties of the theoretical world which has developed in this paper is the fact 

that the pricing and valuation of liabilities is totally divorced from the actual assets owned by 

the insurer. The interest rate model and the need to match put discipline into both the pricing 

and investment functions. 

Book value accounting for taxes and financial statements makes the assets and liabilities more 

interdependent. The author is not aware of a clean theoretical solution to this problem. 

5.4.1 Future Research 

As was stated in the introduction this paper outlines concepts which bridge the gap between 

traditional actuarial mathematics and an approach to interest sensitive cash flows. The author 

does not claim to have completed that work. There is scope for further work of both a theo-

retical and a practical nature. 

21 Vanderhoof.I.T..Contribution to the session "Coordinating the Product Development. Investment and Financial 
Reporting Functions", Record of the Soci£ry of Actwuies. Vol. 13,No. 3, pp.1227-1248,(l987). 
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On the theoretical side the author has not exhausted the supply of tractable models that may 

be useful. In particular the author would lik.e to develop a model which clearly shows the impact 

of some of the interest sensitive elements for new money Univeral Life. 

It is also possible to formulate the ruin problem for portfolios of life insurance policies. The 

probabilty of ruin depends on both the insurance risks and the investment strategy assumed in 

the model. 

There is much scope for further work of a practical nature in developing better interest rate 

models and more realistic applications. In particular there is a considerable amount of work 

required to develop the concept of the Equivalent Single Scenario, as described in this paper, 

into a practical working tool. 
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